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Milwaukee Repertory Theater Presents the 

ONE DAY SALE 
For TITANIC THE MUSICAL on Monday, June 20 

 
June 15, 2022 (Milwaukee, WI) Milwaukee Rep is pleased to present a One Day Sale for the much anticipated 
remounting of Titanic The Musical, on Monday, June 20, 2022.  The One Day Sale offers up to a 30% discount 
on all tickets when using the promotional code SHIP.  Purchase tickets at www.MilwaukeeRep.com, by calling 
the Ticket Office at 414-224-9490 or in-person at 108 E Wells Street in downtown Milwaukee.  Milwaukee 
Rep’s Ticket Office will be open from 9am-7pm for the One Day Sale on Monday, June 20 and the special 
pricing online will be available from 7am-11:59pm.  Titanic The Musical returns after a remarkable four week 
run that was cancelled early due to a COVID-19 outbreak within the cast and sets sail again September 20 – 
October 23, 2022 in the Quadracci Powerhouse.  
 
Winner of five Tony Awards, Titanic The Musical is a stirring and unforgettable account of the first and last 
days of the ship of dreams. This epic musical features real stories of people aboard the most legendary ship in 
the world from third-class immigrants dreaming of a better tomorrow to first-class passengers living a life of 
fame and fortune. Rarely produced due to its size and complexity, this stunning and majestic musical sails into 
the intimate Quadracci Powerhouse once more this fall! 
 
Named a “Triumph” by Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Titanic The Musical was a hit among critics and audiences 
alike.  ChicagoOnStage.com raved “Milwaukee Rep does itself proud with a majestic and powerful 
production.”  While Ryan Jay proclaimed it “one of the most stirring productions in The Rep's last decade…a 
true achievement of theatrical vision, staging and performance.” Urban Milwaukee said it’s “the best 
production of Mark Clements’ Rep career.”  BroadwayWorld hailed it as “every inch a spectacular, 
tremendous achievement!” Around the Town Chicago agreed, saying “Titanic The Musical is perfection 
itself!” 
 
 Watch Titanic The Musical Trailer here:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSYIOPkOjFI&amp;t=4s
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Titanic The Musical is presented by Camille and David Kundert with Corporate Sponsor BMO, and Executive 
Producers Melanie and Steve Booth and Sandy and Bill Haack and Associate Producers Katie and Chris 
Hermann and Abigail and David Nash.   
 
For more information, please visit www.MilwaukeeRep.com 

 
About Milwaukee Repertory Theater  
Milwaukee Rep is the largest performing arts organization in Wisconsin with three unique performance venues 
in the Patty & Jay Baker Theater Complex– the Quadracci Powerhouse, Stiemke Studio and Stackner Cabaret. 
For over six decades, Milwaukee Rep has been a centerpiece of Milwaukee’s vibrant arts and cultural scene 
with productions ranging from Broadway musicals to Shakespeare to American Classics and New Works that 
are entertaining, inclusive, and impactful. Under the leadership of Artistic Director Mark Clements and 
Executive Director Chad Bauman, Milwaukee Repertory Theater ignites positive change in the cultural, social, 
and economic vitality of its community by creating world-class theater experiences that entertain, provoke, 
and inspire meaningful dialogue among an audience representative of Milwaukee’s rich diversity. 
#WeRepMilwaukee 
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